
Can Drosophila melanogaster learn visual and olfactory cues?

Overview

We aim to condition fruit flies to prefer blue light over 

green light, against their natural preferences. We will 

attempt to do this with the use of negative or positive 

reinforcement.

Aims

To confirm that our fruit flies show preference for 

green light over blue light.

To determine if fruit flies can learn to show preference 

for blue light against their natural instincts following a 

positive or negative reinforcement programme.

Background information

• Fruit flies are attracted to white light1.

• Fruit flies show a robust aversion to blue light4.

• The aversion may be due to blue light damaging the 

fruit fly retina; intense blue stimulation decreases 

visual pigment concentration in photoreceptors 2.

• The aversion may also be due to the irradiation 

power of blue light which has been shown to kill fruit 

fly eggs, larvae, pupae and adults3,6.

• For some insects such as Drosophila melanogaster, 

blue light has been shown to be more damaging than 

UV light3,6.

Methodology
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Step 2

Raise 3 colonies of wild type flies: one to 

be used as a control, one to be exposed 

to positive reinforcement and one to be 

exposed to negative reinforcement.

Confirm that flies have a natural                          

aversion to short wavelength                                   

light. Place the flies in a choice                        

chamber with one half covered                                

with a blue light filter and the other                               

with a green light filter. Expose the choice            

chamber to LED light (so temperature would                 

be controlled) and count how many flies are in               

each half every minute for 20 minutes (giving 10 

minutes for the flies to adjust to the light and vial).

Expose each colony to a different treatment for 1 hour every afternoon for 5 days: 

Repeat phototaxis assay from                              

step 2 to see how each colony                  

responds to blue light after their                

treatment. If no change is noted,                        

we will repeat the positive and negative                      

reinforcement training for 5 more                     

days and repeat the phototaxis assay.

Analyse through statistical testing, produce 

graphs and compare our results to previous 

studies. Write a Gold CREST report and            

an article for Young Scientists Journal.
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Predicted Results

We predict that the positive reinforcement will be 

more effective to successfully train fruit flies to prefer 

blue light over green light.

Next steps

• Test the effects of blue and green light on the 

lifespan and reproductive success of fruit flies 3,5,6.

• Experiment with GMR-hid flies (which lack eyes, H-

B eyelets and ocelli)4. 
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